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WORKPLACEone is a
state of the art Human
Resources Management
System, developed
using the latest online
technology to deliver an
agile and cost-effective
solution for busy HR
professionals.

Unique Features
Fully mobile-enabled, the system can be accessed 24/7/365 from
anywhere where there is an internet connection, delivering a
self-serve environment for employees and their managers, and
configurable administration rights for each member of the HR team.
Packed with great functionality as standard, WORKPLACEone is
a powerful tool that will make light work of all HR tasks.
Our Commitment
We know that your time is valuable, so we like to set things up
for you. This allows you to concentrate your efforts on getting the
best out of the system.
WORKPLACEone is delivered to you fully data-populated,
configured to your requirements and ready to go. We even
manage the launch process, making sure that all your employees
are properly registered and know how to access the system.

Unlike other systems on the
market, WORKPLACEone can be
upgraded to include integrated
Flexible Benefits management with
Total Reward Statements. Using
the same database for all modules
means integrity of data is ensured
and the need for complex APIs and
data transfer is eliminated.

And to make sure we stay in touch, all customers become
members of the People Care network, receiving comprehensive
technical support as well as HR consultancy on an on-going basis.

What’s included?
At the core
The Knowledge

At the core of WORKPLACEone is The Knowledge: a
comprehensive database of employee information. Numerous
standard fields are preconfigured, as well as any number of
‘unnamed’ fields being available for your own personalisation.
Documents, including CVs, P45s and reference letters can be
uploaded and shared with other authorised administrators, as
well as photographs of employees. Organisational structures
can be configured and uploaded.

Communicator – Announcements
and Surveys

Create online announcements and news at the
touch of a button. Publish to all employees, or control delivery
by targeting designated groups. Maximise engagement by
incorporating integrated surveys and questionnaires, with
full data collation and reporting capability. Combined with
automated email notifications, you will benefit from a truly
compelling communication tool.
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TellMe

A powerful but simple report writer, TellMe, allows
administrators to quickly interrogate the data and produce
meaningful reports which can be named and saved as reporting
templates for both regular use and creating future variants.
More complex reports, with formulae and calculated fields, can
be created on behalf of the customer as a bespoke exercise.
This is ideal for Budgeting and Forecasting, with all outputs
compatible with Excel.

Communicator – Email Template
and Broadcast

A facility to allow the email broadcast of templated
documents to all employees, or selected groups or individuals.
The module incorporates a sophisticated yet easy to use mailmerge facility, resulting in an incredibly useful tool. You can build
a library of paperless communication templates, with full audit
trail, and all sent communications are stored electronically with
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Simplifying the
employee journey

Self-Service

Is fully enabled where required, giving responsibility
to employees to maintain their own personal records. Everything
is mobile and tablet compatible for a genuinely user-friendly
experience. Any changes employees make are logged for audit
purposes and can be reported to the appropriate administrator
on a periodic basis.

Personal Development

A complete and configurable Appraisal system,
allowing companies to track and plan career development
through an objectives-based Appraisal process. Incorporating
peer and 360 review, appraisals can be set at organisation level,
at any frequency, or can optionally be activated by line managers
using an ad hoc, ‘touch base’ approach. Rating questions can be
configured with full reporting functionality.

Who’s Away

A comprehensive absence tracking tool covering both
holiday and sickness for full and part timers. Holiday planning
will allow employees to request holiday from their personal
entitlement, with the authorisation process being pre-mapped
in line with company policy and procedures. Emails are sent to
the approver(s) requiring active online approval. The sickness
module allows for self-certification or Doctor sign-off (with
certificates required to be uploaded). Back to work processes
can be activated by the line manager. MI and statistical reports
are available across organisations/departments, including a line
manager’s view of their employees’ Bradford Factor.

Expenses Manager

Use one of the available templates or configure
your own expenses forms, which can be completed online
by your employees, then automatically submitted for approval
and processing. Incorporating paperless receipt handling and a
full suite of reports, developed to ensure the process is seamless
for claimants, approvers and the finance function.

Emergency Contacts

This shows who the main points of contact are in case
a line manager or HR need to get hold of someone urgently.

Company Directory

This displays a list of all verified, processed and active
Users and is accessed by adding /directory to the main URL.
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Empowering the
HR Professional
Compliance and Task
Management

Whether supporting external requirements such
as CPD under the FCA rules, or managing internal tasks such as
validating Right to Work documents, the uploading and hosting
of copies of driving licences/insurance documents, or ensuring
employees have read key policy documents, the Task Manager
can be incredibly useful. Often used as an integrated part of the
onboarding process, this calendar driven module with workflow
functionality will monitor completion of tasks. Automated
nudges, reminders and reporting of completed or incomplete
tasks are available at the touch of a button.

Payroll Manager

Allows the periodic creation of output files in Excel
format, which can then be uploaded to your payroll system.
Supplementary, variable payroll information (e.g. overtime/
bonuses/commission) can be easily added or uploaded, directly
or remotely.

Enhance and Engage with
these integrated modules
iSociety

Create a powerful private social intranet, with an
active online community with the ability to easily create staff
surveys. Featuring Voice Box: a facility allowing you to share
ideas, actions and intra-company news items and get valuable
feedback from your community.

Publisher

Use the system to host and publish company
documents (e.g. Staff Handbook, Health & Safety documents,
photographs and newsletters). Create and personalise web
pages, and benefit from your own, truly agile social intranet.

Recruitment Manager

Publish job opportunities internally and externally
and invite applications, with configurable requirements to
upload CVs and other pertinent documentation.

Total Reward Statements

WORKPLACEone is the perfect tool for publishing
and delivering these important reports, ensuring that your
employees understand and appreciate the full value of their
remuneration package.

Reward and Recognition

Allowing employees to be recognised for their
performance and achievements. Rewards are in the form of
points, which can be exchanged for a wide selection of goods
and services.

Employee Benefits

Upgrade to the complete solution, giving a valuable
package of benefits to your employees. Either go for the
standard WORKPLACEone employee benefit package, or deliver
a full flexible benefits solution. A full consultancy service
is provided to ensure the benefits you select are the most
appropriate for your organisation. The module comes complete
with comprehensive reporting, which means keeping track
of employee choices is straightforward. This solution is fullyintegrated, meaning employees benefit from one login, and
administrators have only one point of data entry.

Access Control

Flexible and secure access levels are defined for
different categories of user within each stakeholder group
(employees/employers/third parties), presenting you with
the ability to have your own hierarchy of restricted privileges
and functionality.
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A word about security
We operate to the very highest standards of data security and
integrity, ensuring full compliance with the Data Protection
Act. All data is hosted in a secure environment which holds the
ISO27001 accreditation for Information Security Management
Systems. The service makes use of strong encryption to protect
customer data and communications, including TLS Certification.
TLS (Transport Layer Security) is the standard security technology
for creating an encrypted link between a web server and a
browser. You will know you have created an TLS link when the
URL is in green, begins with “https://” and there is a padlock
symbol either at the beginning or end of the URL.

Further advice
We would love to talk to you about your requirements.
Please contact us on 020 3714 4346 to speak with one
of our consultants.
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